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Objective: To determine whether over-the-counter (OTC) nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) is pharmacologically efficacious, whether it produces abstinence rates similar to those in prescription settings, and to estimate the long term (that is, greater than six month) abstinence rate with OTC NRT.

Method: Systematic literature review.

Data sources: Medline, Psych Abstracts, bibliographies, requests of scientists.

Study selection: Studies comparing OTC NRT versus OTC placebo or studies comparing OTC NRT versus prescription NRT that reported abstinence rates and for which a full study report was available.

Data extraction: Two of the authors independently reviewed studies and compared results.

Data synthesis: Meta-analysis was performed by first testing for homogeneity across studies, then combining odds ratios (ORs) weighing by inverse variance and proportions weighting by study sample size.

Results: One OTC NRT versus OTC placebo nicotine gum study was excluded due to small sample size and different setting. The four remaining studies were randomised trials of nicotine versus placebo patch with ORs of 2.1–3.2. These outcomes were homogenous and when combined resulted in an OR favouring NRT of 2.5 (95% confidence interval (CI) 1.8 to 3.6). Among the two randomised and two non-randomised trials of OTC NRT versus prescription NRT, one small study had an OR of 0.3, two others had ORs of 1.0 and 1.4, and a fourth study had an OR of 3.6. These results were not homogenous; however, when combined via a random effects model the estimated OR was not less than 1.0—that is, OR 1.4 (95% CI 0.6 to 3.3). The long term (that is, greater than six months) quit rates for OTC NRT was 1% and 6% in two studies and 8–11% in five other studies. These results were not homogenous; however, when combined the estimated OR was 7% (95% CI 4% to 11%).

Conclusions: OTC NRT is pharmacologically efficacious and produces modest quit rates similar to that seen in real world prescription practice.

---

Meta-analyses of over 100 randomised trials conclude nicotine replacement therapy (NRT; nicotine gum, inhaler, patch, nasal spray and lozenge/microtab) approximately double the rates of long term smoking cessation. In almost all of these trials, some degree of behavioural support was provided. Consistent with this, in almost all countries, NRT was initially available only via prescription, in part to insure the provision of behavioural support. However, it soon became clear that most smokers about to quit were not willing to see a physician nor attend a behavioural programme. Thus, NRTs became available without a prescription. In some countries (for example, Germany) they are available by request from a pharmacist—that is, “behind-the-counter”; in other countries (for example, USA) they are generally available and sold “over-the-counter” (OTC).

Prior articles have voiced both concerns and reassurances about the safety, abuse liability, and unintended effects of OTC NRT. The current analysis focuses on the efficacy of OTC NRT.

One reason to question the efficacy of OTC NRT is the common belief in the treatment of non-nicotine drug dependencies that every patient should receive psychosocial therapy and some should also receive medication. In fact, the initial package insert for prescription NRT in the USA stated NRT “should be used as a part of a comprehensive behavioural smoking cessation program”. However, recent reviews and meta-analyses conclude the ability of NRT to increase quit rates over placebo is independent of the presence of a concomitant behavioural programme. This would suggest NRT should be effective in an OTC setting. In fact, the rates of successful quitting among those who made an attempt is similar among smokers using NRT before and after NRT was switched to OTC.

Another reason to doubt efficacy is that OTC status may make it too easy to access treatment—that is, ambivalent smokers may use OTC NRT, fail because of low motivation, blame the NRT, and discard a treatment that would have been efficacious if they had been more motivated. However, unwillingness to see a physician is influenced by many variables other than motivation—for example, past experiences, geography, money, and insurance plan. We are unaware of studies comparing the motivation of OTC versus prescription NRT users.

A final reason to doubt efficacy is that physician’s advice may be needed to insure compliance with medication. However, most surveys suggest physicians do not spend time urging compliance and the two existing surveys of OTC use reported a duration of use of OTC NRT that is similar to that for physician assisted use.

Concerns about the efficacy of OTC NRT can be divided into three questions: whether (a) it is efficacious (improves long term abstinence rates over placebo); (b) its efficacy is substantially smaller than that seen with physician assisted NRT; and (c) its efficacy is so low as to not be meaningful. To provide a quantitative answer to the above concerns, we undertook a meta-analysis of OTC trials that either tested OTC...
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NRT versus OTC placebo, or tested OTC NRT versus prescription NRT. To our knowledge, the only prior meta-analysis of OTC NRT was that of the US Public Health Services (USPHS) guidelines which compared active versus placebo NRT. Based on three studies, this guideline reported an odds ratio of 1.8 with a 95% confidence interval (CI) of 1.2 to 2.8 and point prevalence quit rates of 12% for active NRT and 7% for placebo.

METHODS
To locate studies, we searched Medline and Psychlit via computer, bibliographies of NRT articles, and meeting abstracts. We also sent inquiries to tobacco/nicotine scientists and pharmaceutical companies. After the meta-analyses were conducted, a draft of the manuscript was sent to authors of included studies for corrections and comments.

Inclusion criteria were prospective trials of either OTC NRT versus placebo or of OTC NRT versus prescription NRT for smoking cessation that reported abstinence rates. To prevent exclusion bias, the trials did not need to be randomised trials and did not need to be published trials if a full manuscript describing the study in sufficient detail was available.

We located five controlled trials of OTC NRT versus placebo27–31 and four trials of OTC NRT versus prescription NRT.32–36 Three completed trials were not included because a full manuscript was not available at the time of our analyses. One of these was a study of OTC inhaler versus OTC placebo30; another was OTC patch versus placebo done in Japan (M Nakamura, personal communication, 24 May 2001) and one was OTC gum under different price conditions.36 We are aware of other trials currently underway: one compares nicotine gum under OTC, medical management, and group treatment conditions,37 and the other compares nicotine inhaler in OTC versus prescription conditions (B Kerberly, personal communication, 8 January 2002).

Methodological issues
Readers should be aware of several methodological issues in the conduct of OTC NRT trials. Some OTC trials have subjects attend several assessment visits. Some have thought these assessments themselves may increase quit rates.38,39 One possible line of evidence for this comes from studies showing daily self monitoring decreases the number of cigarettes/day; however, we are unaware of any studies showing that attending visits increases abstinence rates. A second possible line of evidence is that meta-analyses have found quit rates increase with the amount of contact; however, these meta-analyses were measuring therapeutic contact, not assessment contact. For ethical reasons, OTC NRT trials that include placebo arms provide medication free of charge. Provision of free medications increases quit rates compared to requiring subjects to pay for NRT40,41; thus, the OTC NRT versus OTC placebo studies likely overestimate real world quit rates.

Some OTC trials include biochemical verification. However, many of these have difficulty in motivating subjects to return for assessments or biochemical verification because subjects in OTC trials have little contact or relationship with study personnel and thus little investment in the study. Other OTC trials do not include biochemical verification and cite recent reviews that conclude trials in which there is little face-to-face contact (such as OTC trials) have a falsification rate so low that biochemical verification is not necessary.42

The above concerns (assessments, payment, biochemical verification) may change absolute quit rates. It is unclear (and many believe unlikely)43,44 that these problems would be sufficiently more frequent in one group to influence group differences. In fact, several authors believe such external conditions set the base rate of quitting (but not active/placebo differences) and that NRT has a multiplicative effect on that base rate.2,45

A final issue is not restricted to OTC trials. In the tobacco treatment field, the term “efficacy” has often been applied to absolute quit rates. In most other fields, efficacy refers to active versus control differences, compared with statistics such as the odds ratio (OR). For this article, efficacy will refer only to measures of active versus placebo differences.

Overview of analyses
The first meta-analysis examines pharmacological efficacy via studies that directly compared OTC NRT with OTC placebo. The second meta-analysis examines comparability of OTC and prescription efficacy via studies that directly compared OTC NRT and prescription NRT. The third meta-analysis estimates the actual abstinence rate with OTC NRT by combining the data from all the OTC NRT groups available. For the comparison of OTC NRT with OTC placebo and OTC NRT with prescription NRT, homogeneity of ORs across studies was tested using the χ² homogeneity test statistic.46 The pooled OR was estimated by first computing the natural logarithm of each OR, then combining using the inverse variance of the log ORs as weights; 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were computed using the estimated standard error of the log common OR, and results were returned to OR scale by computing the antilogarithm of the point estimate and CI end points. The overall proportion of OTC NRT users abstinent was estimated pooling by study sample size, with a χ² test of homogeneity. Sources of heterogeneity across studies were analysed by partitioning the χ² statistic as described by Fleiss.47 When significant heterogeneity was present, a random effects model was used in order to include the estimated between study variance in the analysis.48

RESULTS
OTC NRT versus OTC placebo studies
The OTC NRT versus OTC placebo trials were all randomised, parallel groups studies in which subjects received free product. The first study by Schneider et al27 was the only placebo controlled OTC study of nicotine gum. The study was published in 1983, 14 years before the next study and had a much smaller sample size (n = 36) than other OTC studies. In addition “laboratory changes” resulted in a notably uneven distribution of subjects to nicotine and placebo groups (13 vs 23). Finally, when contacted, the author believed that this study did not represent an OTC setting because of the amount of contact (N Schneider, personal communication, 20 September 2001). For these reasons, we decided not to include the Schneider et al study27 in the meta-analysis.

In the 1990s, four randomised, double blind trials with large sample sizes (n = 278–802) tested active versus placebo patch (table 1). The Davidson et al trial28 was similar to the other studies except it was conducted in four shopping malls. The Hays et al study29 was conducted at five study sites including private offices or storefronts. The study first randomised subjects into one of two trials: (1) a randomised, two group OTC NRT versus OTC placebo trial in which subjects received free patches; or (2) a one group, open label trial in which subjects had to pay for patches. We did not use the open label trial in the meta-analysis because it did not have a control group.

The Shiffman et al study30 was conducted at eight non-clinical sites. Like the prior studies, subjects received free patches, but unlike the others the study did not include a six month follow up (the last follow up was 10 weeks) nor require a minimum number of cigarettes/day for study entry. The Sonderskov et al study31 recruited smokers about to purchase their first patch at one of 42 Danish pharmacies by offering them free patches if they entered the study. The pharmacies recruited 91% of eligible smokers. Pharmacists initially instructed subjects on patch use; whether they provided advice and counselling was not stated. Smokers of more than 20 cigarettes/day were randomly assigned to 21 mg/day or
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placebo, but smokers of less than 20 cigarettes/day were assigned to the 14 mg dose or placebo. Finally, this study was the only behind-the-counter (that is, not OTC) trial in our analysis. (For brevity we still use the term OTC to describe the studies in this article because six of the seven trials were true OTC trials).

**OTC NRT versus OTC placebo meta-analysis**

The four randomised trials of OTC NRT versus OTC placebo we entered in the meta-analysis were all nicotine patch trials in which subjects received free medication. Studies varied in whether repeated point prevalence, continuous abstinence or prolonged abstinence was reported. A recent re-analysis and meta-analysis suggests that these measures produce similar absolute quit rates and almost identical ORs but differ from simple point prevalence outcomes. Since repeated point prevalence was the most common outcome, when available this was used for our meta-analyses. When repeated point prevalence was not available, continuous abstinence or prolonged abstinence was used. Exploratory meta-analyses confirmed that outcomes did not differ significantly when different abstinence definitions were used. In each study, we abstracted the fraction of subjects abstinent at the last follow up. The last follow up was six month post-cessation for three studies and 10 weeks for one study (table 1).

The ORs for the four patch studies were 2.1, 2.2, 2.8, and 3.2 and three of the four CIs did not overlap with 1.0 (table 2, fig 1). The study with the highest OR was the study with the 10 week follow up. The test for homogeneity of results across studies was negative (p = 0.8) indicating the results were homogenous enough to be aggregated. The overall OR from the meta-analysis was 2.5 (95% CI 1.8 to 3.6), which was sufficient to be aggregated. The overall OR from studies was similar to that of the OTC NRT versus OTC placebo studies, except two of the trials were not randomised trials and in all four trials subjects purchased both OTC and prescription product (table 3). The Korberly study was a large (n = 3235) randomised trial of a nicotine patch that used 10 non-medical offices and 13 physician offices for the OTC and prescription settings. Unlike the other studies, this study did not use an intent-to-treatment sample but rather used those that had ever used patch as the sample. The Leischow study was a one site, randomised, parallel groups study of a nicotine patch. Its sample size was large (n = 300) but was only 10% as large as the other very large studies of OTC versus prescription. The prescription condition required subjects to see a physician who implemented the National Cancer Institute's 4 A's smoking cessation protocol, instructed subjects in use of the patch, and answered any questions. This occurred at the baseline and week 2 follow up visits. Abstinence rates were low (for example, six months continuous abstinence = 0–3%) and were hypothesised to be related to low compliance, high dropout rates, low amount of physician advice, few required visits, and low patch use due to cost.

The two Shiffman et al studies were a large patch (n = 2636) and gum (n = 3155) study reported together in a single paper. These were non-randomised studies in which single group, open label prospective trials of OTC gum and of OTC patch were conducted and their results at six weeks and six months compared to those obtained in surveys of smokers who had obtained gum and patch via prescription. The major advantage of this design was that the prescription arm was a true “real world” comparison—that is, subjects received prescription from their own physician, not a trained research physician in the study. The major disadvantage of this design is the lack of randomisation. This was minimised to some extent by using logistic regression to adjust for differences in the groups in age, sex, cigarettes/day, etc. The prescription surveys were done by having a large chain store search its records for individuals with a prescription for patch or gum approximately six weeks or six months ago. Purchasers were sent an invitation to call a toll-free number to participate in a survey “of pharmacy services” (that is, no mention of smoking or NRT) for $20. The survey then asked not only about pharmacy services but also NRT use and smoking status. In these arms, the physician determined the dose of gum or patch.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Abstinent with NRT</th>
<th>Abstinent with placebo</th>
<th>OR (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Davidson et al</td>
<td>16/401</td>
<td>9/322</td>
<td>2.1 (0.9 to 4.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiffman et al</td>
<td>15/284</td>
<td>6/142</td>
<td>2.8 (1.1 to 7.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Table 1** Studies of OTC NRT versus OTC placebo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Cigs/day</th>
<th>Visits</th>
<th>Follow up (months)</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Biochemical variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Davidson et al</td>
<td>Patch</td>
<td>802</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Repeated point prevalence</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hays et al</td>
<td>Patch</td>
<td>643</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Continuous abstinence</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiffman et al</td>
<td>Patch</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Prolonged abstinence</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonderskov et al</td>
<td>Patch</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Repeated point prevalence</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1** Odds ratio and 95% confidence interval for OTC NRT versus OTC placebo studies using intent-to-treat analysis. Note x axis is not in log coordinates.
estimates. When more than one of these types of outcome measures
were common to all four studies and the adjusted ORs were
similar, although there was only a small amount of variabil-
itvity, the minimum cigarettes/day inclusion criterion, definition
across the definitions. When more than one of these types of outcome
was reported in a study, we used continuous abstinence >
repeated point prevalence > prolonged abstinence. This would
produce the lowest estimated quit rate.

The quit rates from these seven studies were not
homogenous (p < 0.01). When we removed the gum study,
the quit rates among the six patch studies were still not
homogenous (p < 0.01). The Leischow and Hays studies have
significantly lower quit rates (weighted mean 9%, 95% CI 9%
to 10%) than the other five studies (weighted mean 9%, 95% CI
9% to 10%). We do not know why the quit rates were lower in
the former two trials. Lower quit rates did not appear to be
associated with whether a study was a placebo controlled trial,
whether it was a gum or patch studies, or whether subjects in
the study had to pay for medications. If all seven trials are
combined using a random effects model, the mean six month
quit rate is 7% (95% CI 4% to 11%). If the six patch trials are
combined with the random effects model, the mean six month
quit rate is 7% (95% CI 4% to 11%).

Table 3  Studies of OTC NRT versus prescription NRT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Randomised</th>
<th>Visits</th>
<th>Follow up (months)</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Biochemical verification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Korberly et al</td>
<td>Patch</td>
<td>3235</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Prolonged abstinence</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leischow et al</td>
<td>Patch</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Continuous abstinence</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiftman et al</td>
<td>Gum</td>
<td>3136</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Continuous abstinence</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4  OTC NRT versus prescription NRT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Abstinent with OTC</th>
<th>Abstinent with prescription</th>
<th>Unadjusted OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>Unadjusted OR (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Korberly et al</td>
<td>169/1721</td>
<td>146/1514</td>
<td>1.0 (0.8 to 1.3)</td>
<td>3.6 (1.7 to 7.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leischow et al</td>
<td>1/149</td>
<td>3/151</td>
<td>0.3 (0.0 to 3.2)</td>
<td>1.4 (0.7 to 2.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiftman et al</td>
<td>Patch: 252/2981</td>
<td>12/155</td>
<td>1.1 (0.6 to 2.0)</td>
<td>3.3 (1.6 to 6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiftman et al</td>
<td>Gum: 217/2367</td>
<td>8/269</td>
<td>3.3 (1.6 to 6.7)</td>
<td>3.6 (1.7 to 7.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The quit rates from these seven studies were not
homogenous (p < 0.01). When we removed the gum study,
the quit rates among the six patch studies were still not
homogenous (p < 0.01). The Leischow and Hays studies have
significantly lower quit rates (weighted mean 4%, 95% CI 2%
to 6%) than the other five studies (weighted mean 9%, 95% CI
9% to 10%). We do not know why the quit rates were lower in
the former two trials. Lower quit rates did not appear to be
associated with whether a study was a placebo controlled trial,
whether it was a gum or patch studies, or whether subjects in
the study had to pay for medications. If all seven trials are
combined using a random effects model, the mean six month
quit rate is 7% (95% CI 4% to 11%). If the six patch trials are
combined with the random effects model, the mean six month
quit rate is also 7% (95% CI 4% to 11%).

Methodological issues

One of the methodological concerns about OTC trials has been
that the number of contacts may artificially increase the quit
rates over that which would be seen in a true OTC setting. In
the present data set, studies with a higher number of visits did
not have higher absolute quit rates or ORs (tables 1 and 3). In
addition, although there was only a small amount of variabil-
itvity, the minimum cigarettes/day inclusion criterion, definition
of abstinence (repeated point prevalence versus continuous
abstinence versus prolonged abstinence), presence of bio-
chemical verification, patch versus gum, and source of funding
did not appear to account for higher versus lower ORs.

Figure 2  Odds ratio and 95% confidence interval for OTC NRT
versus prescription NRT studies using intent-to-treat analysis. Note x
axis is not in log coordinates.
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DISCUSSION

Our major results are: (1) NRT retains its pharmacological efficacy in the OTC setting, (2) NRT produces similar quit rates in OTC and prescription conditions; and (3) the absolute quit rate with OTC NRT is modest.

One potential limitation of our conclusions is that although there were several placebo controlled patch studies, there were only two placebo controlled studies with nicotine gum and each had methodological problems (that is, small sample size or lack of long term follow up). Also, there were no OTC trials of nicotine inhaler or tablet, both of which are currently OTC in several countries. One difference between the gum/inhaler/tablet products and the patch is that because the former require multiple self administrations to be efficacious, their compliance appears to be lower. Thus, it is plausible that under OTC settings, low motivation and less instructions could result in poor compliance sufficient to prevent efficacy of nicotine gum/inhaler/tablet.31 This would suggest the results obtained in our analysis of mostly patch studies might not apply to OTC gum. On the other hand, in survey studies, compliance with OTC gum and patch appears to be similar to that for prescription nicotine gum and patch (data for inhaler and tablet are not available).17,20,24 In addition, the single study of OTC nicotine gum versus prescription nicotine gum in the current analysis30 found similar quit rates. These results would argue that our mostly patch results would generalise to OTC gum/inhaler/tablet. Finally, the comparison of OTC versus prescription NRT contained only two randomised trials.

Our conclusion that the pharmacological efficacy of NRT remains in an OTC setting replicates the earlier analysis of the USPHS based on three studies17 versus four in our analysis. There is a common belief that psychosocial therapy is necessary for medications to be pharmacologically efficacious in alcohol and illicit drug dependencies,19 and some have thought the same to be true for nicotine dependence. In fact, the mean for the OR for OTC NRT versus placebo in our meta-analysis (OR 2.5, 95% CI 1.8 to 3.6) is similar to that found in the two most recent meta-analyses of NRT given with some adjunct behavioural therapy (fig 1: OR 1.9, 95% CI 1.7 to 2.2; and OR 1.8, 95% CI 1.6 to 2.0).17 Thus, our findings directly contradict the above belief and are consistent with the results of recent meta-analyses that suggest the OR for NRT versus placebo is independent of the amount of concurrent psychological treatment.1,3 In other words, the conditions of NRT use (and other factors) appear to set the base rates for abstinence and adding NRT appears to have a multiplicative effect on this base rate. One explanation for the retention of efficacy for NRT when given without behavioural therapy is that, unlike other drug dependent persons, smokers usually do not have pressing psychosocial problems that require treatment.26 One major implication of this conclusion is that although many private and government programmes that provide NRT do so contingent upon receiving a psychosocial treatment or consulting a physician, our results suggest such contingencies should be removed.

Our second conclusion is that absolute quit rates were similar in OTC and prescription conditions. This finding appears to contradict the conclusions of recent meta-analyses that advice from physicians increases quit rates by a factor of 1.3–1.7.7,1 The increased quit rates in the prior meta-analyses may be due to inclusion of trained physicians, and their ability to motivate a quit attempt in ambivalent smokers.26,31 In contrast, in the OTC trials, physicians were not trained and smokers were already motivated to quit.

Our third conclusion is that the average six month quit rate with OTC NRT is modest. The 7% long term quit rate we report is similar to the prior estimated rate of long term quitting with OTC NRT of 8%.32 These OTC long term quit rates are lower than those reported in recent meta-analyses of gum, patch or psychosocial therapies when given with more intensive interventions.2,5,11,25 (Note we are referring to absolute quit rates, not ORs here.) The most likely explanations for the higher quit rates in the prior meta-analyses are that subjects in their studies: (a) did not have to pay for treatment, (b) often received concurrent behavioural therapy, (c) had expert therapists, and (d) were more motivated. Thus, a comparison of quit rates in our OTC meta-analysis and prior meta-analysis is a comparison of “apples and oranges”. As importantly, the conditions in the prior analyses occur only rarely in the real world, whereas the conditions in our OTC studies are common.

Perhaps a better comparator for the OTC quit rates is the outcome of self quitting. The only meta-analysis of self quitting reported a long term quit rate of 6%.17 The studies in this meta-analysis were done in the 1980s. Since then, quit rates appear to be falling at about 1.3% per year,26 perhaps because of a “hardening” among remaining smokers.27 Consistent with this observation, a subsequent self quitting study in 1992 reported a long term quit rate of 3%.28 Thus, the quit rates among self quitters during the late 1990s when the above OTC NRT studies were done was probably near 3%. If so, the 7% quit rate with OTC may represent a substantial increase over self quitting.

Conclusion

This meta-analysis focuses on the efficacy of OTC NRT. Other concerns about OTC NRT such as abuse liability, undermining of future quit attempts, and limited access among underserved smokers have been addressed in other reviews.4,5,19 In our opinion, the evidence allays these concerns.

Another concern is effectiveness of OTC NRT when used by the consumer.5,19 One method to examine this concern has been to determine whether the abstinence rate in smokers who elect to use OTC NRT in a quit attempt is higher than that in smokers who do not use NRT.28 Although this comparison concluded OTC NRT is not effective in the “real world”, we believe this conclusion is premature for four reasons. Firstly, smokers who elect to use OTC NRT are more dependent than those who do not elect to use NRT and thus the comparison is biased. Secondly, the major plausible mechanism for why OTC NRT would not be effective in the real world would be that compliance is very low. However, compliance in surveys of consumers using OTC NRT27 appears to be similar to that reported in the OTC trials reviewed above. Thirdly, although we have labelled the OTC trials as “efficacy” trials, they are essentially effectiveness trials in that they imposed almost no exclusion criteria, recruited from non-medical sites, had sample characteristics similar to self quitters, required smokers to pay for the product, induced very small study burdens, had no face-to-face interventions, and so on. Fourth and most importantly, typically data from experimental studies is assumed to be more valid than that from correlation studies.

What this paper adds

The US Public Health Service guideline concluded over-the-counter (OTC) nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) is efficacious for smoking cessation. However, some still question whether medications can be effective without counselling. Meta-analyses of randomised controlled clinical trials is widely recognised as a more valid method to decide on effectiveness than uncontrolled studies, surveys of self selected treatment seekers, etc.

This meta-analysis of newer studies concludes that OTC NRT is pharmacologically effective and produces quit rates similar to those seen when nicotine replacement is used in typical medical practice. Although the absolute quit rates with OTC NRT are modest, OTC NRT more than doubles the odds of successful quitting, and, because of its wide availability and ease of access, this intervention still has a substantial public health impact.
The public health impact of an intervention is the product of its effectiveness and utilisation. In the USA, national sales data13 and national surveys14 suggest switching NRT from prescriptions to OTC has substantially increased use of NRT and quit attempts (however, the OTC switch may not have increased NRT use or quit attempts in states with pre-existing aggressive tobacco control programmes23 24). Increased utilisation with OTC availability is beneficial if it is not offset by a loss of efficacy. Our meta-analysis concludes OTC NRT is efficacious and there has been no significant loss of efficacy.
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